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What is now known as the zeroth “law” of thermodynamics was first stated by Maxwell in 1872: at
equilibrium, “Bodies whose temperatures are equal to that of the same body have themselves equal
temperatures.” In the present paper, we give an explicit mathematical proof of the zeroth “law” for
classical, deterministic, T-mixing systems. We show that if a body is initially not isothermal it will in
the course of time (subject to some simple conditions) relax to isothermal equilibrium where all parts
of the system will have the same temperature in accord with the zeroth “law.” As part of the deriva-
tion we give for the first time, an exact expression for the far from equilibrium thermal conductivity.
We also give a general proof that the infinite-time integral, of transient and equilibrium autocorre-
lation functions of fluxes of non-conserved quantities vanish. This constitutes a proof of what was
called the “heat death of the Universe” as was widely discussed in the latter half of the 19th century.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4766734]
I. INTRODUCTION
The derivation of a number of fluctuation theorems
for classical, time reversible systems leads to a number of
macroscopically time irreversibile results such as the fluctu-
ation theorems1, 2 themselves, the second law inequality,3 the
Crooks fluctuation theorem,4 and the Jarzynski equality.5 In
2011, the first dynamical proof6 was given of the Clausius in-
equality. The Clausius inequality (1854) is often taken as the
canonical statement of the second “law” of thermodynamics.
The century old puzzle of how time reversible microscopic
dynamics can lead to time irreversible macroscopic behavior
has thus been solved within the context of certain mechanical
particulate systems, and in the process the “laws” of thermo-
dynamics have been similarly reduced to mathematical theo-
rems concerning the microscopic dynamics of time reversible
particulate systems.
In the present paper, we turn our attention to the proof of
the zeroth “law” of thermodynamics. What is now known as
the zeroth law of thermodynamics was first stated by Maxwell
in 1872. Among numerous equivalent statements, Maxwell
said:7 “Bodies whose temperatures are equal to that of the
same body have themselves equal temperatures.” We have
recently given a number of proofs8, 9, 11 of the relaxation of
classical particulate systems to thermal equilibrium. This in-
cluded the relaxation to thermal equilibrium characterized by
the canonical distribution, a new result. We also discussed
the relaxation of an autonomous Hamiltonian system, to red-
erive a result that was already known from ergodic theory. Our
present derivation is quite different from the derivations given
in ergodic theory and gives much greater insight into the re-
laxation process. To show the reader more precisely how the
two derivations differ, we compare the standard ergodic the-
ory derivation with our derivation that is based on the concept
of T-mixing.10 In T-mixing systems, time integrals of transient
time correlation functions (TTCF) of the dissipation function
evaluated at time zero with phase functions at a later time
t, converge as the integration time goes to infinity. The dis-
sipation function is the argument of the well-known Evans-
Searles fluctuation theorem.2
The equilibrium states to which our systems relax are
all isothermal, so implicit in these two equilibrium relaxation
theorems and the ergodic theory proof for autonomous Hamil-
tonian systems, is a proof of the zeroth “law” of thermody-
namics. In the present paper, we give a mathematical proof of
the zeroth “law” for T-mixing, deterministic particulate sys-
tems obeying autonomous Hamiltonian dynamics. No exter-
nal fields are applied to the system. We should add that as in
most discussions in physics we only consider inertial coordi-
nate systems since we do not wish to include Coriolis forces,
etc.
The derivation also leads to an understanding of how heat
flows from hot to cold and how the transport coefficient char-
acterizing this flow is positive and finite when the system is
T-mixing. This heat flow gradually equalizes the temperature
across the entire system and heat eventually ceases to flow.
This is the mechanism by which the zeroth “law” behavior of
equilibrium systems is achieved.
The proof gives for the first time, an exact expression
(Eq. (23)), for the nonlinear, far from equilibrium thermal
conductivity. The proof also explains an integral sum rule for
both transient and equilibrium time correlation functions. In
the linearized, close to equilibrium case, the sum rule was pre-
viously known in certain special cases by Zwanzig and by
Berne, Boone and Rice in the 1960s.12 In the far from equi-
librium case, the derivation of the integral sum rule gives a
proof of what was known in the latter half of the 19th century,
as the “heat death of the Universe.”
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II. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION
OF THE ZEROTH LAW
A. Background
Consider an ensemble of N-particle systems obeying
Newton’s or Hamilton’s equations of motion. We do not as-
sume that each particle is identical. The particles could differ
in masses and interatomic potentials. If the system of particles
is isolated, the total energy, linear momentum, and angular
momentum are constants of the motion. In our thought exper-
iment, we could imagine the system is composed of two solid
three-dimensional boxes so that a left half and a right half of
the system are in thermal contact but there is no mass flow be-
tween the two sides. These two boxes represent the “bodies”
mentioned in Maxwell’s statement of the zeroth “law.” The
two boxes (bodies) contain particles that maybe solid, liquid
or gas.
B. The dissipation function
We denote the phase space vector describing the coor-
dinates and momenta of the particles (qi, pi; i = 1, . . . N), as
 = (q1, . . . qN, p1, . . . pN). The N-particle phase space density
at time t is denoted as f(; t). The Evans-Searles fluctuation
theorem,1 second law inequality,3 dissipation theorem,13 and
relaxation theorems8, 9, 11 each refer in some way to the dis-
sipation function. Regardless of whether the system is ther-
mostatted or adiabatic or whether there are external fields ap-
plied, the integral of the dissipation over a time t, starting from
a given initial probability distribution f(; 0) is defined as2
t () ≡ ln
⎡
⎣f (; 0) exp
(
− ∫ t0 ds (St
)
f (τSt; 0)
⎤
⎦ , (1)
where the operator τ denotes the time reversal map:14 τ (q, p;
i = 1, . . . N) ≡ (q, −p; i = 1, . . . N), St is the time evolution
operator for the phase space vector, so that St denotes the
position in phase space reached by a phase space trajectory
that started at  time t = 0.  is the divergence of the equa-
tions of motion. This is the rate at which phase space volumes
expand: for equations of motion expressed by ˙ = G(), one
has  = div(G()).
By definition the number of ensemble members inside
any volume element is conserved (conservation of ensemble
members). In general, their density varies in time, as deter-
mined by the factor exp(∫ t0 ds (St)). Indeed, if the system
gains or loses heat to its surroundings, the magnitude of the
phase space volume changes in time. With the loss of heat
to thermostatted surroundings, phase space volumes contract
(i.e., ∫ t0 ds (St) averages to a negative quantity).
Taking the time derivative of t() we obtain the instan-
taneous dissipation function (). Because the microscopic
dynamics is time-reversal symmetric, the denominator of (1)
denotes the probability density of observing at time zero [i.e.,
with respect to the initial distribution f(; 0)], the set of tra-
jectories that are the conjugate time reversed trajectories to
those appearing in the numerator.14 Along the trajectories in
the denominator, the average of the function  takes values
opposite to those that it takes along the trajectories in the nu-
merator. This time reversal conjugacy is inherent in the defi-
nition of the dissipation function. It leads immediately to the
Evans-Searles transient fluctuation relation
Pr(t ≈ At ± δAt)
Pr(t ≈ −At ± δAt) = exp(At + small error), (2)
where the small error is O(δAt).15
Now we assume that the system is isolated and simply
obeys Newton’s or Hamilton’s equations for N interacting
particles. We assume throughout this paper that the Hamil-
tonian is time independent (i.e., autonomous) and is transla-
tionally and rotationally invariant. The energy, momentum,
and angular momentum are thus constants of the motion and
there is no phase space volume expansion or contraction:∫ t
0 ds (St) = 0 for all  and all t. Without loss of gen-
erality we choose a co-moving coordinate frame in which the
total linear momentum is zero, P = 0. We assume the angu-
lar momentum is also zero, L = 0. As we will see later, if
the total angular momentum is nonzero the system cannot be
mixing or T-mixing.
From the definition of the dissipation function, it is trivial
to see that if the states are distributed as
fμC() = δ(H0() − E)δ(P)(L)∫
d δ(H0() − E)δ(P)(L)
= 1∫
d
if  ∈ D, = 0 if  /∈ D, (3)
the dissipation function is identically zero, everywhere in os-
tensible phase space, D. The distribution function in Eq. (3)
is therefore an equilibrium distribution function. It is referred
to as the equilibrium microcanonical distribution (fμC()). In
(3), D is the ostensible phase space domain where the parti-
cle coordinates range over some physical volume on the en-
ergy, zero linear and zero angular momentum hypersurface
(δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L)). Within this ostensible domain D,
T-mixing systems have no non-trivial constants of the mo-
tion. Later, we will prove this statement from the T-mixing
definition.10 Of course if the particular Hamiltonian we are
dealing with contains more symmetries than those discussed
here, there will be additional non-trivial constants of the mo-
tion. These should be handled by inserting additional delta
functions into the microcanonical distribution (3) so that the
ostensible phase space is constrained to a fixed value for these
additional constants of the motion. [We make the distinction
of the ostensible phase space domain because in nonequilib-
rium steady states in particular, the region of phase space that
has nonzero phase space density is of lower dimension than
the ostensible phase space. Not all the ostensible phase space
has nonzero density.]
C. Ergodic theory approach
It is known from ergodic theory that for a finite, au-
tonomous, Hamiltonian system that is mixing, an arbitrary
initial state described by an initial phase space distribution
f(; 0) will eventually relax to microcanonical equilibrium. A
system is said to be mixing if for integrable phase functions,
time correlation functions computed with respect to a station-
ary distribution factorize into products of averages computed
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with respect to the same distribution
lim
t→∞〈A()B(S
t)〉∞ − 〈A()〉∞〈B()〉∞ = 0. (4)
Here, the brackets denote an ensemble average with respect
to an invariant (i.e., stationary) probability distribution μ∞.
In case μ∞ has density f(; ∞), one may write
〈A〉∞ =
∫
dμ∞()A() =
∫
d f (; ∞)A(),
where dμ∞ = d f(; ∞) is a (dimensionless and normal-
ized) distribution.
If f(; ∞) is singular, one would write only the first
equality 〈A〉∞ =
∫
dμ∞()A(), where dμ∞() is dimen-
sionless and normalized.
We note that if the system has nonzero angular mo-
mentum no stationary long-time measure is possible (unless
we transform to a non-inertial, co-rotating coordinate frame
where Hamiltonian dynamics breaks down). So zero angu-
lar momentum as a constraint on the ostensible phase space
not only guarantees the possibility of Hamiltonian dynam-
ics but also allows for the possibility of having a stationary
measure.
The mixing property is a property of the stationary state
of interest, in which observables take the average values
denoted by 〈.〉∞. It represents the fact that, in the macro-
scopically stationary state, correlations among time evolving
microscopic properties (such as the local and instantaneous
values of the phase functions) decay in time. Therefore, in
general the mixing condition does not guarantee relaxation to
an invariant state. Mixing already assumes stationarity of the
macrostate, whether it is reached asymptotically in time, as
implied by our notation, or it is initially prepared in that state.
Only in the special case of autonomous Hamiltonian systems,
does mixing actually imply relaxation to the (microcanoni-
cal) stationary state (cf. below). This is indeed also a case, for
which the density f(; ∞) exists.
D. T-mixing conditions
Mixing is closely related to, but subtly different from,
the T-mixing condition, which we recently introduced in
slightly different versions to obtain correspondingly different
results.15 In particular, to prove steady state fluctuation rela-
tions, only a weak and hence very general form of T-mixing is
required. This proves how general the steady state fluctuation
relation for the dissipation function10, 15 actually is. On the
other hand, the relaxation theorems require sufficiently fast
rates of correlation decay. Below this is made part of the def-
inition of T-mixing itself.10 The T-mixing condition assumes
that for a real sufficiently smooth phase function A()∫ ∞
0
ds 〈()A(Ss)〉0 = L0 ∈ R, (5)
i.e., L0 is real and finite, where () is the instantaneous dis-
sipation at the phase  and A(Ss) is the phase function A()
evaluated at the time evolved phase Ss. In contradistinction
to the well-known mixing condition of ergodic theory, the
T-mixing condition considers time correlation functions re-
ferred to the initial state, here denoted by 〈.〉0, where the dis-
tribution of phases is usually known.
The weak T-mixing condition that looks very similar to
the mixing condition is that
lim
t→∞[〈A()B(S
t)〉0 − 〈A()〉0〈B(St)〉0] = 0, (6)
where A(), B() are any integrable phase functions. The
main difference between weak T-mixing (6) and standard
mixing (4) lies in the fact that the second factor in the second
term inside square brackets in (6) is not time independent. It
takes the form 〈B(St)〉0 = 〈B()〉t, hence it cannot be taken
out of the limit. This time dependence is a reflection of the
fact that the ensemble averages in (6) are taken with respect
to the initial distribution rather than an invariant long-time
distribution.
For weak T-mixing (6) and T-mixing (5), the relevant
probability distribution in (5) and (6) is not the invariant one;
it is the initial ensemble dμ0() = d f(; 0), whose averages
are denoted by 〈.〉0. Mixing (4) and weak T-mixing (6) do not
say anything about the rate of convergence to a stationary state
or even whether such convergence actually occurs.
Throughout the rest of this paper if we use the term “T-
mixing” we are referring to the condition given in Eq. (5).
If we refer to “mixing,” we are discussing mixing given by
Eq. (4). If we discuss “weak T-mixing” we are referring only
to the condition given in Eq. (6).
We obviously exclude the constants of the motion inher-
ent in the Hamiltonian symmetries from being possible phase
functions in (5) (i.e., A(), B() 	∈ H0(), Pα(), Lα(), α
= x, y, z), since each of these variables is obviously a con-
stant of the motion. So our ostensible phase space domain D
is some specified physical volume on a zero linear and angular
momentum energy hypersurface. The zero linear momentum
condition could be relaxed but the total angular momentum
must be fixed at zero.
If the space is orientationally isotropic and the total an-
gular momentum is a nonzero constant of the motion, for rea-
sons that are rather obvious the system cannot possibly be
T-mixing (5) or mixing (4). When viewed from an inertial co-
ordinate frame, the measure required for mixing (4) cannot be
time invariant but rather will be periodic. Likewise the inte-
grals required for the T-mixing property (5) will not in general
converge but may also be periodic functions of the integration
time. Rotating systems may however be weak T-mixing (6).
In a T-mixing system there can be no non-trivial con-
stants of the motion other than those inherent in the Hamilto-
nian symmetries. If there were such constants we could form
transient time correlation functions that violated Eqs. (5) and
(6). The fixed values of the various constants of the motion
must be chosen to provide an inertial coordinate frame, within
which we can construct a Hamiltonian dynamical system.
All T-mixing systems are ergodic over the ostensible
phase space because if the phase space broke up into non-
intersecting phase space subdomains characterized by dif-
ferent macroscopic averages for smooth phase functions, we
could form constants of the motion depending on whether a
system was on one subdomain or another. These subdomain
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occupation numbers could then be substituted as A() in (5)
thereby violating the T-mixing condition.
If the relevant time correlation functions (5) decay
asymptotically as t−1 or more slowly, the system may be weak
T-mixing (6) but cannot be T-mixing (5). In contradistinction
to mixing (4), if a system is T-mixing (5), it must relax to a sta-
tionary state at long times, whether this state is characterized
by a smooth probability density f(; ∞) or not. If a system
is weak T-mixing, but not T-mixing, relaxation to an invariant
state from a non-invariant initial state, will not occur.
In general, it is exceedingly difficult to prove that a given
system is mixing and perhaps even harder to prove whether it
is T-mixing. However, because of the many properties of T-
mixing systems it is easy to perform numerical/experimental
tests of whether a system is T-mixing.
E. Relaxation to microcanonical equilibrium
The standard proof of relaxation for autonomous Hamil-
tonian systems from ergodic theory begins by computing the
time dependent average of an integrable phase function A()
〈A〉t =
∫
d A()f (; t)
=
∫
d A()f (S−t; 0)
=
∫
d A(St)f (; 0), (7)
where the second and third line follow from the fact that the
dynamics is Hamiltonian, hence coordinate changes from 
to St or to S−t have unitary Jacobian determinants. In (7),
stationarity is not assumed.
Now we multiply and divide the last expression in (7) by
the (necessarily finite) volume of the phase space. This casts
the first line in a form for which the mixing property can be
used
〈A〉t =
1∫
D
d
·
∫
D
d A(St)f (; 0) ·
∫
D
d
= 〈A(St)f (; 0)〉μC ·
∫
D
d. (8)
In order to derive (8), the ostensible phase space volume needs
to be finite.
A few words need to be said about 〈A(St)f(; 0)〉μC.
This function is an equilibrium microcanonical cross time cor-
relation function. It results from the fact that for Hamiltonian
dynamics, any time dependent nonequilibrium ensemble av-
erage, say 〈A〉t, equals a time dependent nonequilibrium aver-
age 〈A(St〉0 computed with respect to the initial distribution
f(; 0). We now take the long time limit
lim
t→∞ 〈A〉t = 〈A()〉μC 〈f (; 0)〉μC ·
∫
D
d
= 〈A()〉μC
1∫
D
d
∫
D
d f (; 0) ·
∫
D
d
= 〈A()〉μC .1 = 〈A()〉μC , (9)
where we have used the mixing assumption (4), which allows
us to factorize the invariant (microcanonical) time correlation
function into a product of two invariant (microcanonical) av-
erages. Finally, we use the normalization of the initial distri-
bution function. Here, we do not need to assume the existence
of a stationary state, since the microcanonical distribution is
indeed invariant for Hamiltonian dynamics.
So 〈A〉t tends to a microcanonical average, whatever
phase function, A, or initial probability density f(; 0) one
considers. By definition, this amounts to a proof of re-
laxation to the microcanonical equilibrium state denoted
by 〈.〉μC.
There is one crucial requirement in the proof above: the
proof cannot be extended to thermostatted dissipative systems
because the asymptotic steady state would be singular, and
have no smooth density. If the system is subject to a time in-
dependent dissipative external field and no thermostat is ap-
plied, then the total Hamiltonian is constant and if the sys-
tem is mixing the derivation above still applies. Finite mixing
Hamiltonian systems, regardless of whether external or only
internal fields are applied, ultimately relax to microcanonical
equilibrium.
The mixing condition (4) explicitly requires stationary
measures. In Eq. (8), stationarity of the microcanonical en-
semble is indeed guaranteed by the Hamiltonian dynamics,
provided the ostensible phase space has a finite volume. In
that case, stationarity is therefore not a separate logical as-
sumption, as is invoked in (4) above. The fact is that the
microcanonical ensemble constitutes an invariant probability
density for bounded Hamiltonian dynamics, as can be easily
checked by substituting the microcanonical distribution into
the phase continuity equation (usually incorrectly attributed
to Liouville). It constitutes a stationary density even if the
system is not mixing or ergodic and relaxation to stationar-
ity does not occur. If an autonomous Hamiltonian system is
prepared in a microcanonical state, it will remain in that state
forever.
F. Relaxation under strong T-mixing
We now give a proof of relaxation to the stationary state
based on the strong T-mixing condition (5). From the T-
mixing assumption, there can be no constants of the mo-
tion other than the trivial ones, the internal energy, H0 and
the linear and angular momenta, P, L which are assumed to
take on fixed values of E, 0, 0, respectively. As mentioned
above, if the Hamiltonian has further symmetries we can ex-
tend the theory in the obvious way by fixing any of those
additional constants of the motion at particular values. As
will soon become obvious, this derivation reveals many ad-
ditional details about the relaxation process. Within our os-
tensible phase space domain D (see Eq. (3)), there are no
constants of the motion. If there were other constants of
the motion transient time correlation functions with these
variables would never decay, thereby violating the T-mixing
condition.
If we consider any deviation from the microcanoni-
cal form (3) generated by a real-valued smooth deviation
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function, g() that is even in the momenta and differentiable,
fg() = exp[−g()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L)∫
d exp[−g()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L) ,
(10)
the dissipation function will not vanish and we would have
() = g˙(), (11)
where g˙() ≡ ˙ · ∂g()/∂ denotes the time derivative. The
second law inequality3 states that the ensemble average of the
time integral of the dissipation from 0 to some time t is non-
negative for all values of t. It is only equal to zero if the sys-
tem is at equilibrium. Thus, for finite values of the deviation
function g we have
〈t 〉0 = 〈g(St) − g()〉0 > 0, g() 	= 0, ∀t > 0.
(12)
Thus, if there is any deviation from the equilibrium dis-
tribution (3), the dissipation function will not vanish (because
there are no other constants of the motion) and further, the
ensemble average of the time integrated dissipation function
must be positive. It is impossible for it to vanish because of
cancellation, with some areas of phase space having positive
t(), and other areas negative. This is obviously impossible
because of the Evans-Searles transient fluctuation theorem.
This means that for T-mixing systems, the equilibrium distri-
bution function is unique and given by Eq. (3).
One can prove that the system must relax to equilibrium
by using the T-mixing property and the dissipation theorem
for the dissipation function itself. We do not give those gen-
eral arguments here as they have been given before.8 Also
below we repeat these arguments for a particular form of ini-
tial distribution rather than the general form in Ref. 8. One
key point about the relaxation process is that it is not neces-
sarily monotonic. This is very different from the Boltzmann
H-theorem applied to uniform ideal gases.
G. Proof of the zeroth “law”
In order to prove the zeroth “law” of thermodynamics
consider a system with different temperatures in its left and
right sides. We let β denote the difference in the recipro-
cal absolute temperatures of the two bodies left L, and right
R, divided by Boltzmann’s constant. The absolute tempera-
ture of each body, TL, TR is not known. Only the reciprocal
difference: β ≡ 1/kBTR − 1
/
kBTL
is known. The absolute
temperature of each body requires knowledge of the equation
of state for the system. Thus, we consider an initial distribu-
tion of the form
f (; 0) = exp[βHL()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L)∫
d exp[βHL()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L) , β 	= 0
= exp[−βHR()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L)∫
d exp[−βHR()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L) , β 	= 0, (13)
where
HC =
∑
i∈C
⎡
⎣ p2i
2m
+ 1
2
∑
j
φi,j
⎤
⎦, C = L,R, (14)
where L, R denote the left or right bodies in Maxwell’s state-
ment of the zeroth “law” and φi, j is the potential energy of
particles i, j. Clearly, H0() = HL() + HR() and, in con-
tradistinction to common notation, the interaction energy be-
tween the two bodies, is accounted for within the two sub-
Hamiltonians of our body. We have assumed that there are
only pair interactions. We could extend the theory to include
many body interactions but this would only increase the com-
plexity of the argument without revealing any more physics.
If there were no interactions between the two subsystems
L, R (i.e., φi, j = 0, ∀i ∈ L, j ∈ R) these two parts would remain
in separate microcanonical equilibriums indefinitely. Such a
system would not as a whole be T-mixing. Switching on the
interactions between the two subsystems means that the initial
system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium and on average
generates future states with positive, time averaged dissipa-
tion function.
From (13) the deviation function is
g() = −βHL() = βHR(). (15)
If the reciprocal difference is zero the system is isother-
mal and is at equilibrium. So Eq. (13) provides a convenient
mathematical model to study thermal relaxation and hence
give a proof of Maxwell’s zeroth “law.”
The two quantities in (15) differ by a constant βH0 but
this constant has no physical relevance. The instantaneous dis-
sipation function, g˙(), is
() = −β ˙HL() = β ˙HR(). (16)
In deriving this equation we have used the fact that the
energy H0 = HL + HR is a constant of the motion. From the
dissipation theorem the time evolution of the phase space dis-
tribution function is given by13
f (; t) = f (; 0) exp
(
−
∫ −t
0
ds (Ss)
)
. (17)
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Therefore, if the system is at equilibrium, where the
phase space density does not evolve, f(; t) = f(; 0), and
it follows that () = 0. Indeed, the latter equality is our
mathematical definition of an equilibrium distribution.
The second law inequality shows that the time integral of
the dissipation function satisfies the inequality
〈t ()〉0 = −〈βHL(St)〉0
= 〈βHR(St)〉0 > 0, ∀t > 0, (18)
where HL(St) ≡ HL(St) − HL(). If the left side of the
system is hotter than the right TL > TR, and β > 0 in or-
der for Eq. (18) to be satisfied, 〈HL(St)〉0 must be negative
meaning that the left hand side loses heat energy to the right.
This is in accord with the second “law” of thermodynamics.
The hotter side of the system loses heat to the cooler.
Substituting into the dissipation theorem for averages
gives13
〈HL(St)〉0 = 〈HL()〉0 − β
∫ t
0
ds 〈 ˙HL()HL(Ss)〉0.
(19)
Since the system is T-mixing, in the long time limit the
integral of the correlation function converges to a finite value
and the average energy of the left and right sides of the sys-
tem become constant in time. If the average energy of the left
hand body is constant the instantaneous dissipation must have
a zero average value,
lim
t→∞ β〈 ˙HL(S
t)〉0 = 0. (20)
The whole system must have relaxed to its unique equi-
librium distribution (3). This is because, as we have already
seen, any deviation from this distribution must produce a pos-
itive value for the time integral of the ensemble averaged
dissipation function (12) and (16). The temperatures of the
left and right hand sides of the system must be equal be-
cause the unique equilibrium distribution, Eq. (3), is spatially
isotropic. This completes our proof of the zeroth “law” of
thermodynamics.16
H. Thermal conduction
Since there is no flux of particles between the two regions
or bodies and if the boundary between the two bodies has a
cross sectional area σ , the energy change is simply related to
a heat flux JQ, R, from the appropriate side of the system
˙HL ≡ JQ,Rσ (21)
(outward normal convention is used) and we can write the
dissipation theorem for the heat flux as
〈JQ,R(St)〉0 = −βσ
∫ t
0
ds 〈JQ,R()JQ,R(St)〉0.
(22)
Note that 〈JQ, R()〉0 = 0, because of the form of (8)
which ensures that all functions that are odd in the momen-
tum (including all fluxes of non-conserved quantities) are zero
at time zero. Equation (22) is obviously a form of Fourier’s
“law” for heat flow. In fact it gives, for the first time, an ex-
act expression for the nonlinear far from equilibrium, ther-
mal conductivity. Indeed, the magnitude of β has not been
specified, in our derivation, and can be arbitrarily large or
small. Fourier’s “law” for heat flow only relates to the linear
response regime close to equilibrium. It is a linear constitu-
tive relation. Previous17 time correlation expressions for the
thermal conductivity were also limited to the linear response
regime close to equilibrium. In (20) above, the transient time
correlation integral is dependent on the size of the tempera-
ture gradient (difference). In the linear response regime, we
take the weak gradient limit of the transient time correlation
function, namely, the corresponding equilibrium time corre-
lation function.
If the temperature difference is converted into a temper-
ature gradient and if the heat capacity of the systems is large
relative to the heat fluxes, this equation gives an expression
for the nonlinear thermal conductivity JQ, L ≡ λ(β)β of
the pseudo steady state that develops initially,
λ(β) = σ
∫ tc
0
ds 〈JQ()JQ(St)〉0, (23)
where tc is the convergence time for the pseudo steady state.
In the weak gradient limit, Eq. (23) is consistent with the
Green-Kubo relations for thermal conductivity. [Note that in
our system the heat flux appearing in our correlation func-
tions is defined in terms of the energy flux across a plane
whereas the usual heat flux appearing in Green-Kubo expres-
sions is defined over a volume. Also the JQ appearing in (23)
can be either the left or right fluxes as the formula is sym-
metric.] However for our system, because the total energy is
conserved but the energies of each of the two regions are not
separately conserved, and our T-mixing system eventually re-
laxes to equilibrium, the heat flux eventually goes to zero
lim
t→∞〈JQ,R(S
t)〉0 =−βσ
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈JQ,R()JQ,R(St)〉0 = 0.
(24)
In this equation all dynamics is Newtonian and the initial
distribution is the initial nonequilibrium distribution (13). It
is valid when the initial state is arbitrarily far from equilib-
rium. In the far from equilibrium regime, the time correlation
function is not an equilibrium time correlation function but
rather is a TTCF (nonequilibrium) that is dependent on the
magnitude of the initial temperature difference.
III. CONCLUSION
We have given a direct mathematical proof of the zeroth
“law” of thermodynamics. The form of the zeroth “law” given
by Prigogine18 is closest to that used in our proof: “If a sys-
tem A is in equilibrium with system B and if system B is in
equilibrium with system C, then it follows that system A is
in equilibrium with system C. This transitivity of the state of
equilibrium is sometimes called the zeroth “law.” Thus, equi-
librium systems have one uniform temperature. . . ”
Our proof is constructed using an array of previous
results. Our proof of the zeroth “law” is far more informative
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than the corresponding derivation using ergodic theory.
Combining the present proof with the observation that for
an isolated mechanical system the energy is constant and
our recent proof6 of the Clausius inequality, we see that
all the so-called “laws” of classical thermodynamics are
mathematical results provable from the laws of mechanics,
supplemented by the axiom of causality,2 and by the T-mixing
condition. This might be regarded as changing the logical
status of thermodynamics.
A second less obvious result of our work is that for
nonequilibrium systems entropy seems to play no role at all!
Its place is taken by dissipation. The idea that one could use
the Gibbs entropy in proving relaxation to equilibrium is ob-
viously erroneous, as discussed in a range of papers.19 In the
first place, away from equilibrium, the quantity known as the
Gibbs entropy does not represent any physical entropy at all.
In fact, as was known to Gibbs,20 the fine grained Gibbs en-
tropy is a constant of the motion for autonomous Hamiltonian
systems.20, 21 It therefore cannot increase to a maximum in mi-
crocanonical equilibrium. It is just a constant of the motion.
For thermostatted driven systems in nonequilibrium steady
states, the fine grained Gibbs entropy diverges to negative in-
finity for any nonzero value of the dissipative field no matter
how small. The usual coarse-grained Gibbs entropy has fur-
ther unphysical properties.21
The present work points out, however, that entropy is not
really necessary away from equilibrium. It is only at, or very
near to, equilibrium when dissipation is identically zero or so
small that local thermodynamic equilibrium can be assumed,
that entropy may be useful. One may resort to other dynami-
cal notions of entropy, cf. the Boltzmann entropy, or the one
defined in the third paper of Ref. 21 to try to avoid these
problems.
Our proof also provides a simple derivation of the tran-
sient time correlation function expression for the nonlinear
thermal conductivity as well as the limiting Green-Kubo form
for the linear response.17 Further, since the total energy of the
left half of our system is not a constant of the motion, we have
the now familiar result that the integral of the left or right hand
heat flux autocorrelation function integrates to zero.12, 22, 23
This shows the deep connection between this, Zwanzig and
Berne, Boon and Rice (ZBBR) integration rule12, 22, 23 (such
as (24)) and the equilibrium relaxation theorem.
To give a simple generalized derivation of the ZBBR sum
rule, let g() be some non-conserved phase function, that is,
like the Hamiltonian, an even function of the momenta.24 We
assume the dynamics is Newtonian and the total linear and
angular momentum are zero. We know that among the possi-
ble initial distributions, Eq. (3) gives the unique equilibrium
distribution. If at time zero the initial distribution is given by
fλg() = exp[−λg()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L)∫
d exp[−λg()]δ(H0() − E)δ(P)δ(L) ,
(25)
where λ > 0 is a scaling parameter used to control the am-
plitude of the deviation from equilibrium. We do not assume
we are close to equilibrium; λ is arbitrary in magnitude. The
instantaneous dissipation function is given by (11). Since the
system is T-mixing we know that the system will relax to equi-
librium and therefore from the T-mixing property and the dis-
sipation theorem
lim
t→∞〈g(S
t)〉λg = const, (26)
where 〈〉λg is the ensemble average evaluated using
the distribution function (22). This in turn means that
lim
t→∞〈g˙(S
t)〉λg = 0. Applying the dissipation theorem to the
instantaneous dissipation function itself yields
lim
t→∞〈g˙(S
t)〉λg = λ
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈g˙()g˙(Ss)〉λg = 0, ∀λ > 0.
(27)
The equation represents the heat death of the Universe
as discussed in the late 19th century by Lord Kelvin and oth-
ers. Any flux g˙(), of a non-conserved quantity g() in an
autonomous, T-mixing, Hamiltonian system will eventually
average to zero. In 1852, Kelvin wrote25 a paper with the ti-
tle “On the universal tendency in Nature to the dissipation of
mechanical energy.” Equation (27) and the discussion above
gives a mathematical proof of precisely the same proposition:
a mathematical proof of heat death in autonomous Hamilto-
nian systems assuming the laws of mechanics, the axiom of
causality, and the T-mixing property.
The ZBBR integration rule is obtained in the weak devi-
ation limit where we employ Hamiltonian dynamics and an
equilibrium microcanonical initial distribution∫ ∞
0
ds 〈g˙()g˙(Ss)〉0 = 0. (28)
It is the final relaxation to equilibrium that means that
the long-time flux goes to zero. This in turn means that the
integral of the correlation function must be zero.12, 22, 23 This
provides an almost trivial derivation of the ZBBR integration
rule. If the system is not T-mixing, the integration rule (27)
and (28) cannot be expected to hold for all non-conserved
phase functions.
Finally, we should make another observation. If a system
satisfies T-mixing, then by definition, infinite-time integrals
of the ensemble average of the dissipation function at time
zero with any integrable phase function at some later time, are
convergent and therefore long-time averages of those phase
functions are guaranteed to be stationary. T-mixing systems
always evolve to stationary states at long times.
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